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CLIENT OVERVIEW

TranSystems Corporation, an
Engineering, Architecture, and
Planning ﬁrm headquartered in
Kansas City, approached
Milestone Consulting with a
request to assist in implementing
Microsoft Project Server and a
need to tightly integrate their
Project Portfolio Management
(PPM) eﬀorts with their key
Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems. The goal was to
signiﬁcantly increase the
eﬀectiveness of staﬀ resource
planning, and to provide Project
Managers with an integrated
toolset to plan, execute, and
manage projects more eﬀectively,
while also delivering information
dashboards to provide detailed
and accurate real-time project
status. Milestone worked with
TranSystems to deliver on their
requirements while also
streamlining a number of
outmoded and cumbersome
elements of their overall internal
project management process.

TranSystems Corporation is an
Engineering, Architecture, and
Planning ﬁrm headquartered in
Kansas City, Missouri, with 30+
oﬃces around the United States.
Their 800+ associates design and
project manage transportation
infrastructure around the US,
Europe, and Asia. Their projects
range in size from small design
and survey projects to multi-ﬁrm
construction management
engagements on some of the
largest infrastructure projects in
the US. As such, having eﬃcient,
streamlined, and repeatable
project management technology
processes and tools to help
automate and ensure project
consistency across the entire
portfolio is key to the ﬁrm’s
success.
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For TranSystems, the
primary objectives of PPM
were to achieve better
resource and demand
management, and to
enable the organization to
more eﬀectively leverage
people, processes, and
tools in an integrated
fashion. To do this, the
PPM solution needed to
provide a consolidated
project and resource
model to better support
the overall portfolio of
projects being managed at
any given time.

BUSINESS SITUATION
TranSystems approached
Milestone with an interest in
implementing the Microsoft
Project Portfolio Management
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(PPM) solution based upon
Microsoft Project Server 2010 to
support improved project and
resource management across the
organization. Since the primary
software platforms and core
business applications ran on
Microsoft technology,
TranSystems reasoned that a
project management system
running on similar platforms
would ease integration eﬀorts.
For TranSystems, the primary
objectives of PPM were to
achieve better resource and
demand management, and to
enable the organization to more
eﬀectively leverage people,
processes, and tools in an
integrated fashion. To do this, the
PPM solution needed to provide
a consolidated project and
resource model to better support
the overall portfolio of projects
being managed at any given time.
The consolidated work plans
created in PPM would allow
TranSystems’ Senior Management,
Resource Managers, and Project
Managers the ability to view all
resources allocated to work
eﬀorts in a variety of ways. This
goal facilitated a number of
objectives from TranSystems’
long-term PPM plan.
One key objective was to manage
resources more eﬀectively by
centralizing resource allocation
and work assignments into a
single common repository, thus
decreasing the manual eﬀorts
required for resource
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management and increasing the
ability to identify resource
constraints and bottlenecks
earlier in the planning stage. By
providing a common repository of
work and resources, this scheme
ensured those resources were
better aligned with business
objectives. Resources were also
deﬁned by role, level, and oﬃce
location, which supported
oversight at a more granular level.

timesheet data to Costpoint via
the timesheets system; 2) pull
data regarding non-resource
project expenses from Costpoint
to maintain a complete project
cost picture, and; 3) provide
approved project contract and
budget changes to senior
business management for review
and visibility.

Another key objective was to
provide an integration between
PPM and TranSystems’ Customer
Relationship Management (CRM)
system, Deltek Vision, and their
ﬁnancial accounting system,
Deltek Costpoint. The integration
would allow a workﬂow to be
initiated in Vision beginning with
the project opportunity, and then
drive the appropriate actions in
PPM to ensure consistency and
completeness for project
planning, execution, and resource
assignment and loading. Project
ﬁnancial data would then ﬂow
seamlessly from PPM into
Costpoint, for invoicing and
overall project budget and
ﬁnancial management.

Finally, TranSystems wanted to
provide Project Managers with a
more eﬀective tool to plan,
execute, and manage projects in
order to gain more detailed and
accurate real-time project status.

TranSystems also wanted to
provide an eﬀective collaborative
environment that included a basic
document repository and the
ability to log project issues, risks,
and change requests. Reports
would be developed that showed
the count of issues and risks for
all projects.

Said Matt Clayton, TranSystems’
Associate Vice President of
Operations, “[Better resource
visibility] provided by a fully
integrated tool will drive out
eﬃciencies in our project
management process by reducing
the amount of time spent by the
PM performing manual eﬀorts,
and allowing for more time
devoted to what drives our
company’s bottom line –
delivering our projects to our
clients.”

The integration was to serve
three purposes: 1) provide PPM
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SOLUTION
To validate these goals, Milestone
planned and conducted a robust
survey of involved parties across
the TranSystems organization to
identify, reconcile, and prioritize
Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
for the PPM initiative. Once
compiled, the CSF results
conﬁrmed a number of key areas
of focus and desired outcomes
for the overall initiative, which
included:
Better Resource Management
Better Visibility to Project
Status
Integration with Other
Applications in the
Organization
More Consistent Project
Delivery
Better Change Control
Management
Additionally, the survey identiﬁed
several secondary Critical
Success Factors:
Better Project Management
Practices
Better Project Schedules
Better Project Financials
Better Project Portfolio
Management
Better Timesheet Capabilities
Said Clayton: “The
implementation of the PPM
solution will satisfy the need for a
tool that can be utilized for
various aspects of managing
projects, as opposed to a tool
that only provides a means for
communicating project ﬁnancial
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information. The latter is
absolutely necessary and critical
from a global perspective for
evaluating our overall portfolio
health, but from a project
perspective our PMs really need
a toolkit for managing the
totality of a project.”
A key focus for TranSystems was
the integration of their Time
Management & Tracking system (a
module of the Deltek Costpoint
system) into the larger PPM
process. For most consulting
companies, the proper recording
of time is the lifeblood of the
organization. It not only provides
the inputs for availability of
individual resources, but also
serves as the mechanism by
which that time is recorded to
projects and invoiced and billed
as appropriate. For TranSystems,
that was very much the case,
though their current time tracking
solution was limited and
essentially end-of-life. Milestone
and TranSystems mutually
decided to make time entry the
beginning point of the new PPM
solution.

Said Kanon Cozad, TranSystems’
Chief Information Oﬃcer: “It was
crucial that the PPM solution
provide a seamless interface for
our users to make it simpler for
them to enter their time worked
on projects. We wanted to
emphasize ease-of-use as much
as possible, though with multiple
project and billing codes being
added to the system frequently,
that goal can be a challenge.”
The project team initially
evaluated making programmatic
modiﬁcations to the existing
Deltek time system, but ultimately
TranSystems and Milestone
decided to adopt Microsoft
Project Server’s time
management functionality as the
key interface for recording time.
To accommodate all key
functional needs, the project
team also chose to incorporate
Milestone’s Timesheet Advantage
product plugin to enhance the
out-of-the-box application.
Timesheet Advantage provided
additional robustness to the
native Project Server time entry
application, such as the ability to
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manage “favorites” (common tasks
on a timesheet) and the ability to
manage comments at a more
granular level. Milestone also
designed and made signiﬁcant
customizations to the native
Project Server timesheet
functionality to support critical
TranSystems’ requirements, such
as complex real-time validation
logic for time entry, leave time
balances, labor corrections,
multiple overtime types, and
salary classiﬁcations. Milestone
was able to accomplish these
customizations quite eﬀectively
by leveraging their solution
starter code base, which reduced
both time and cost by over 40%.
Another element of the project
was TranSystems’ request to
replace an aging, stand-alone
budgeting tool with one more
seamlessly integrated into PPM
itself. The project team reverseengineered the business logic for
the existing in-house application,
and designed a new interface and
set of application logic and
workﬂows (dubbed “Contract &
Budget Forecasting,” aka CBF) to
provide the necessary
functionality. While CBF
functions as a stand-alone custom
application, it’s accessed via the
PPM interface and was designed
to be used alongside the larger
set of project management
interfaces and processes.
The TranSystems PPM solution, as
per the requirements brief, was
built on top of Microsoft
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Windows Server 2008 R2, with
supporting enterprise
applications such as Microsoft’s
SharePoint 2010, SQL Server
2012, and the Project Server 2010
toolset itself. TranSystems was in
the process of designing a new
company Intranet based on a
more updated version of
SharePoint, so the plan was to
upgrade the PPM platform to that
more current version once the
Intranet project was oﬃcially
released. As with all enterprise
application initiatives, the staging
of technology to ensure
robustness and compatibility of
the entire technology stack is key
(Rule 1: don’t break legacy
applications!).

The Microsoft PPM system allows
for robust and signiﬁcant
conﬁguration to accommodate
project management processes of
many sizes and levels of
complexity, and the TranSystems
solution was no diﬀerent. The ﬁrm
employs a proprietary, 27-step
process to manage their projects,
with a signiﬁcant number of
project templates and subprocesses to accommodate a
wide variety of project types and
PM skillsets. (For example, a
project plan for a large
transportation design initiative is
necessarily diﬀerent from that for
a relatively simple survey
contract.)
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To that end, Milestone worked
with the ﬁrm to align the tool’s
workﬂow and decision trees with
that of TranSystems’ diﬀerent
project types. When a project is
initiated in the Vison CRM
system, a base set of project
templates is automatically
created based on the project’s
size, type, and scope, to include
both the project plan itself along
with a boilerplate resource plan.
The resource plan is pre-loaded
with resource types from other
similar projects, making it simpler
for the project manager to create
a speciﬁc plan tailored to a
particular project rather than
having to reinvent the wheel each
and every time.
Additionally, the PPM solution
included robust information
reporting dashboards to facilitate
various levels of management
visibility across and throughout
the project portfolio. Individual
key elements such as costing,
schedule, and resource utilization
are viewed as quick-hit stoplights
in these dashboards, with the
ability for the user to dive into
various levels of speciﬁc
information as needs demand. In
this way, TranSystems
management is able to clearly and
quickly monitor the key aspects
of project delivery in a consistent,
dynamic manner.

ROLLOUT
Having done their homework,
TranSystems was realistic about
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the pace of change they’d see
with their PPM implementation.
As with any system roll-out that’s
dependent on organizational
change management, a great deal
of emphasis was put on the
training process for both
managers and system users.
TranSystems and Milestone
designed a training approach that
trained users not only on system
functionality but also about
tweaks to the overall project
management process that came
along with the new platform.
Because of the ﬂexibility of the
new set of tools, many process
eﬃciencies were able to be baked
into the new tools that were once
manual interactions.
The ﬁrst component of the
training curriculum was held at
TranSystems’ Kansas City
headquarters. Milestone designed
and conducted a multi-day, indepth training class with a

hand-picked group of
TranSystems power users from
around the country. Those users
then served as “PPM
Ambassadors” for the rest of the
ﬁrm, returning to their home
oﬃces and regions to serve as
mentors for their peers and staﬀs,
as well as to ensure consistency
and conﬁdence in the overall user
population. Milestone also
conducted in-depth training
classes at selected regional
locations, holding over a dozen
customized multi-day classes at
various TranSystems oﬃces, while
also sharing the detailed training
documentation that was created
as a part of the implementation.
TranSystems was sensitive to the
fact that large, complex IT
implementations often have
teething problems that aﬀect the
organization in the short term.
Coupled with the intrinsic
complexity and complex business
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rules of certain US State
requirements (such as properly
calculating California’s prevailing
wage mandates), the switch to the
new time entry platform carried
not only signiﬁcant beneﬁts but
also potential risk. To that end,
the Milestone team, along with
the Operations and Accounting
folks from TranSystems, put
together a “quick-reaction” squad
to deal with any user time-entry
challenges, both at the point of
initial data entry and with
automated backend validation
processes as weekly, and monthly
reports and processes were run.
A weekly processing cycle simply
couldn’t be missed.

The project team actually
encountered far fewer issues than
they’d expected (another victory
for excellent planning!), and dealt
with those that did arise quickly
and largely without drama. And
while measurements of success
for projects like this can
sometimes lack clarity, to Clayton
it was simple: “If the PMs report
that the tool provides a more
efﬁcient and eﬀective means for
managing projects (relative to
their previous approach), and
operational efﬁciencies are
realized through the use of the
added resource management
visibility, then we’ll know we’ve got
what we came after.”

Said CIO Cozad: “It’s a fact of
large system roll-outs that some
challenges are likely to be
encountered along the way, but
the Milestone and TranSystems
team anticipated as many
potential gotchas as we could
and had fallback and manual
plans in place if needed. In the
end, the conversion went as
smoothly as any in my career; we
ultimately didn’t miss any key
deadlines or timing deliverables.”

BENEFITS
At the end of the day, regardless
of how smoothly a system goes
into production and how
comfortable users are in
interacting with the new system,
real success is measured on how
well the eﬀort aligns with the
expected outcome over time. To
that point, TranSystems was
deliberate in creating its project
scorecard for the PPM initiative,
and deﬁned the following key
measurements to gauge ongoing
success and adoption:

Number of active projects
by Project Manager, oﬃce,
and region
Number of projects without
baselines
Number of projects with
planned remaining work in the
previous month or beyond
Number of status updates
pending for 2 weeks or more
Number of projects with less
than 85% of remaining labor
budget assigned to resources
Number of inactive projects
with planned remaining work
While the expectation was that
these metrics would initially
provide a simple baseline of
performance and then improve as
adoption and comfort with using
the new tools improved, right
away TranSystems saw signiﬁcant
progress. Pleasantly, they’ve
continued to see these metrics
trending upwards after a number
of months post-implementation,
and the convenience of the
monitoring dashboards has made
reporting on these metrics a
regular part of team meetings and
senior management get-togethers.
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